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February 23, 1862

A sermon by Albertus C. Van Raalte, which was translated and
published in The Banner, October 3, 1947, pp. 1100-01, was based
on Ephesians 6:4. The subject matter was Christian Education.
Archives of Calvin College.

EDITORIAL

Nuggets from a Sermon by Dr. Van Raalte
HENRY J. KUIPER
WE HAVE the pleasure to present our translation of the major portion of a remarkable
sermon by Dr. Van Raalte on Christian Education, the manuscript of which was given us
by Dr. Albert Hyma. This sermon was preached in the "Pillar Church" of Holland on
February 23, 1862, fifteen years after the founding of the city of Holland one hundred
years ago. Some of the most striking statements are printed in italics.
This is one of the sermons which this eminent preacher wrote out in frill. It is a
noteworthy combination of profundity, spirituality, and practicality. These passages
should not merely be read; they deserve to be studied.
TEXT: "Ephesians 6:4: "And ye, fathers, provoke not your children to wrath: but
nurture them in the chastening and admonition of the Lord."
"The minister of the Word, recognizing his calling, collapses under the weight of
his burdens with an exclamation like that of Paul: 'Who is sufficient unto these things?'
Not less, yes with more reason, a parent will often exclaim, at the sight of his calling in
the nurture of the children: 'Who is sufficient unto these things?'
"Ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath!.. .We should not think that this
admonition does not concern the mothers.. .but the fathers more often have a harsher
nature and so are in great danger of ignoring the tender rights and sentiments of the
children.
"How can we train the children without frequently seeing them flame out in
wrath? The thought (in the text) is: we should not become a cause or occasion of wrath;
for the rest it is certain that the evil, wilful[sic] heart of the child will frequently flare up
in anger against the best and the most faithful rule of the parents.
"Parents must maintain their authority for the Lord's sake and in love for their
children.
*
*
*
*
*
*
"He who does not chastise his son when it is necessary hates him!
*
*
*
*
*
*
"It is no tormenting of children if we sometimes withdraw our favor and tokens of
love.. .especially to oppose their self-will and insistence; for then (that is, in their self-will
and insistence—K.) they will learn through flattery or weeping of sullenness to get their
own way. Often resistance and punishment are needed even if they become angry; for if
in such a conflict the children, not the parents, win out, the children will become bolder
from step to step and stubbornly trample on parental authority; and truly in such cases
the children are destroyed (lit: verwoest, one of Van Raalte's pet words) and the delight
and joy of the parents in this life are made bitter.

"The parents, however, through an unwise use of their authority, can give
occasion to the children for falling into the sin of bitterness and wrath; namely.
"1. When we do not consider their years and demand progress beyond their age
and abilities;
"2. When we do not alternate our demands constantly with approbations, praise,
and encouragements;
"3. When we, apart from a necessary distinction in age, make an arbitrary
distinction, favoring one child at the expense of the other, causing jealousy, wrath, and
desire for revenge;
"4. When we are always on the lookout to reproach all little faults. That constant
rebuking will at last be like the constant cracking of the whip: they get used to it and offer
stubborn resistance.
5. "When we deny them their childish pleasures, and fail to distinguish between
moral faults, of which their youthful conscience accuses them, and youthful
inattentiveness or accidents.
"6. And, finally, when we scold them without reason and demand obedience
without giving instruction.
"Parents often give the will and the notions of their children a free rein so that
they often grieve and offend others; but when that same conduct of the children begins to
conflict with the will of their parents, then wrath is shown, and bitterness and punishment
are inflicted in a vengeful way.
"This great revelation of God, as God, in his dealings with man on earth during
those thousands of years, has made them known, is the means by which man must be
educated. Let no one speak of nurture without this food.. .For without this food man does
not understand himself: he understands neither his needs, nor his real adornment, nor his
salvation. He does not know what true wisdom is and what his strength is; he does not
know the purpose of his existence, nor why he was placed on this earth; and he is afraid
to think of his eternal destiny. He is a wandering star speeding into the eternal darkness.
"Education (nurture) needs not only the teaching but also the admonition of the
Lord.. .they must be God's admonitions! Ours are low and lack those lofty principles
which are effective even in the hour of death, which include the true wisdom for life and
which embrace time and eternity. The admonitions must derive their power from the
authority of God, from the love, the grace, and the goodness of God, especially as
revealed in the gift of his Son made flesh and made the Lamb of God. They must be
powerful through God's compassion, longsuffering, and lovingkindness; must be mighty
through God's plea ("bidstem"), as lovely as it is eloquent; must be urged by the
fearfulness of God's punitive justice and of eternal damnation, in order that we may
understand that it is better to pluck out the eye, to cut off and cast away our hand or foot
than to serve these and be cast into hell.
"This instruction and admonition of the Lord is the salt of the earth.. .Education
apart from that teaching and admonition means to make man's apostasy worse.

The school must be completely permeated with this salt and must be identified
with this first and great interest, with this definite purpose. He who regards religion
exclusively as a science standing alongside of other branches forgets the true knowledge
leads to God and that the sciences occupy their rightful place only in the knowledge
"Certainly the minister must nurture the young flock to whom, next to God, the
food is entrusted; wherefore he must beseech each one to send the children to him
regularly and at home to cooperate in the work of the catechism class.. .incalculable is the
harm resulting from the neglect of such cooperation.
"But what will the school do, what will the catechism do, if the labor of the home,
the cooperation of the home, domestic instruction and admonitions, are lacking?
Parents, to whom nothing less than the body is entrusted, first of all for care and
feeding—to us the soul is also entrusted to nurture it through teaching and divine
admonitions. And you, mothers, as you feed your children through your own mother's
milk, so you nurture, in spite of yourself, through the very attitude of your soul, your
children from the very first beginning; yes, already then when your child is formed, not
through words and reasonings, but through the impressions which it receives from
intuitive actions.
"If we as parents are not ourselves permeated with and moved by the teachings
and the admonitions of the Lord but are filled with and controlled by ignorance,
wordlymindedness, estrangement from God, and are driven by selfishness and our own
desire, how shall we be able to expect that our children will receive benefits from this
soul-nourishing food?
"If the children receive just a cold lesson now and then, in which the earnestness
and warmth of love are lacking, their judgment will teach them to regard these matters as
secondary things but not as a principle of life exceeding all other things in importance
and penetrating all things. Therefore the nurture of the would is greatly damaged when
we permit it to be crowded out of the soul and degraded to a secondary interest so that the
necessary seriousness is lacking.
"We must consider that every one nurtures his children, in spite of himself If his
word and conduct are not permeated with the teaching and admonition of the Lord, then
his word and conduct are permeated with estrangement from God, worldlymindedness,
selfishness, or whatever it may be; and inevitably he will pour over these God-forsaken
principles, and these will then feed and mold his posterity.
"This labor with our children, to mold their minds and hearts through God's
instruction and admonition, is the principal activity of life...If we would speak as
Christians in our daily circumstances, we would more easily find time to instruct our
children and pray for them.
"Some (parents) plead ignorance, and surely we have all reasons to complain
about this. But precisely one of the sources of that ignorance is that we do not instruct,
for we learn by doing. Teaching and instructing our own children, we would certainly be

instructed ourselves; for there is not a single text, not a single truth, not a single histoty,
which will not enrich ourselves if we determine to teach it to our children.
"Those who make this instruction a tasteful enjoyment for the children will
themselves derive from it unusual pleasures. God's communication of the truth in the
form of history gives us the best occasion.. .Much skill, liveliness, and joyfulness are
required to make it palatable for the children. It is also especially necessaty to make it
brief and to apply it in a free conversation. (Note: What a wealth of psychological
wisdom in these few lines!—(Translator.)
"Mothers, who have so large a measure of confidential contact with the children,
and who express themselves much more easily and intelligently to them, and usually also
have the confidence of their grown-up children, have a special calling in the nurture of
the children. What glorious fruit has been seen of their work on this earth! Mothers who
through weakness and old age often imagined that they were living a useless life, often
were, like the mother and grandmother of Timothy, the instruments of love to implant the
Word of God.
"And if our young daughters take an interest in this and begin to teach their
younger sisters and brothers, I have great respect for such and I dare to prophesy good
things concerning them.
"One would be offended (fit were said of him that... he lived a godless life; but,
my dear hearers, can you show greater neglect of your calling, greater misely of sin, a
greater heaping up of the cruelty and the destruction of sin, than when one neglects the
nurture of the children in the truth of God?
"Let no one shrink back or become discouraged because of our indwelling
corruption and that of our children. Our experience, however painful, is our school in
which we have much to learn. But let us look at God's patience with us; let us, seeing
what is unfruitful, depend all the more on the power from above; for we must learn what
spiritual death is and that we need divine re-creation. Let us patiently and submissively
acknowledge our unworthiness; the labor will not be vain, either for the instructor or for
the one instructed. Those who sow in tears will reap with joy, even though the seed
should not germinate until after their death.
"They are not busy. They are not serious about it. Many don't do more for their
children than the farmer does for his calves, in the matter of Christian nurture. 0 how
shall such face the judgment!"
We can't all be apostles, but we can be "living epistles."
Cheerfulness is what greases the axles of the world. Some people go through life
creaking.
Transcribed by Mary Otterness
March 7, 2004
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TEXT: "Ephesians 6:4: "And ye, fathers, proVoke not
your children to wrath: but nurture them in the chastening and admonition of the Lord." •
"The minister of the Word, recognizing his calling,
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"Parents must maintain their authority for the Lord's
sake and in love for their children.
* . * * * * *
"He who does not chastise his son when it is necessary
hates him!
* • ,* * *
"It is no tormenting of children if we- sometimes withdraw Our favor and tokens of love . . especially to oppose
their self-will and insistence; for then (that is, in their selfwill and insistence—K.) they will learn through flattery or
weeping or sullenness to get their own way. Often -resistance and punishment are needed even -if they become
angrY; for if in such a conflict the children; not the parents,
win out, the children will become bolder from step to step
and stubbornly trample on parental authority; and.-truly
in such cases the children are destroyed (lit: 'verwoest, one
of Van Raalte's pet words) and the delight and joy of the
parents in this life are made bitter?
* * * * *
"The parents, however, through an unwise use of their
authority, can give occasion to the children for falling into
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gregations that neglect to receive an offering for the poor
,
""Bittivhat will the school. do, •what
cateihism do, at every service on 'Sundays' violate our church laws?"
The reader speaks of "church laws,'" which-is not ecclethé. labor
the 'home, the •606Peratierz of the. home,
siastic,a1
terminology,' but by which, I suppose, he refers to
domestic initruction'-and.admonitions, are lacking? 'Paren>ti,'stipulations
found in our Church Order or in Synodical Acts.
:to whom- nothingless:than -the body is entrusted, first of all
,for cart and feeding-.--te us the soul also is entrusted to. I know of no specific stipulation whichtrecoxnmends to our
consistories that an offering for the poor be received during
nurture it through teaching' and divine admonitions. And: every service, nor of any decision which makes such an of-.you, • mothers,. at .you. feed your children through your own fering mandatory. Article 25 of the Church Order states,
Mother'smilk, S6, you nurture; hi spite of yourself, through "The office. peculiar to the Deacons is diligently to collect
the very
" • attitude of your séu1,. your children from the very alms and other contributions of charity .. .," but it does not
first beginning; yea, already then when your child is formed, 'stipulate that an offering for this purpose be received during
not -through words and 'reasonings,- but ;through -the. impres- every service. The Synod of 19.10 (Art. 67, p. 63), upon an
instruction received from Classis Ostfriesland, does urge all
sions which' it receives from intuitive actions.
Classes to call the attention of negligent churches to their
* * * * * *
obligations in this respect, as to the needy in their own
f we as parents. are not ourselves permeated with churches as well as to those in other churches, but it does
and Moved by ,the teachings and the admonitions of the 'not explicitly recommend an offering during-every service. At
Lord . but: are filled 'with and controlled by ignorance, every classical meeting the question is asked whether the
.worldlymindedtess> estrangement from- God, and are driven deacons faithfully discharge their holy office, but no specific
by: selfishness and our own :desire, how shall we be able to inquiry is made. Church visitors do inquire, according to
•expect that our children will receive benefits from 'this the rules, whether the deacons are diligent in collecting alms,
• but do not insist upon an offering during every service.
soul-nourishing food?
Hence one might conclude, to use the terminology of the
* • 4 * * * *
reader, that a church does not violate a "church law" if it
"If the children receive just a cold lesson now and then',- does not receive an offering for the poor during every service.
in Which the earnestness and warmth of love are lacking;
However, by no means all principles and customs which
their judgment Willbteach them to re gard . these matters ai edify and which are Scriptural are embodied in our Church
'Secondary things:but not . as a:,principle of life exceeding all Order of in other. stipulations. This is also the case with
'other things in .importance and penetrating . all things. the offerings received for. the needy or for similar purposes.
Therefore the nurtnre .of the soul is'greatly dainaged when The fact that it is nowhere explicitly stated that an offering
We permit it to be crowded out . of the soul and degraded is: to be received regularly for the poor does not justify the
neglect of such regular offerings. As is known, the various
to .a secondary interest- so that the necessary seusness
acts or elements of divine worship are to be divided into
lacking.
* * * •
*
such acts as proceed from God and such as proceed from
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God and his truth, it praises God in song and in prayer,
in. :Pitt
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then his word and conduct are Permeated with estrange- appendages to the services, so that the services would be
ment froin God, ,worldlymindedness, selfishneSs, or what- complete without them, but they constitute an essential
eVer it may 'be; and inevitably he will pour over these God- part of the services. A congregation blessed by God and
forsaken principles, 'and these will then feed and mold his exercising communion with God will feel prompted to
, posterity.
express its gratitude not only in words of praise, but also
*
*
* *
in deeds. Moreover, communion with God -naturally issues
`This:labor with our children, to.. mold their minds and into communion with the saints, with brethren and sisters
hearts through' God's instruction and admonition, is the of the same household' of faith. A consistory should, thereprincipal actibity of life .... If .we would speak as Christians fore, provide opportunity during every service for the
. in our daily circumstances, we would more easily find time expression or exercise of this communion of the saints, also
` to instnict our children and pray for them.
towards such as are deprived of the necessities of life.
Hence
though an offering for the needy is not specifically
' * * .*
*
stipulated for every service, yet it is normal and an integral
."Some (parents) plead ignorance, and surely wa have element of divine worship. For this reason; doubtless,
<all reasons to -complain about this. But, precisely one of the Lord's Day 38 of the Heidelberg Catechism also mentions
.sources of .thitt isnoriznce, is_that we.. do not instruct, for we the giving of Christian alms as an element in the observlearn .by doing: Teaching and instructing our own children, ance of the Sabbath.
We would Certainly he instructed onrseiveaj for. there 7.3. not .tt
It is true that these offerings need not necessarily
Single text, not a.single• truth, not a single history, which be for the poor of the church in which the offering is re:will; not enrich ourselves if we determine to teaah.it to our ceived. They may also he received for the indigents of other
churches. However, the purpose of the offering should al;children. • . -* * * * *
ways be a cause akin .to that of the poor, such as relief for
,".Those who Make. 'this ..histruetion tasteful enjoyment. our brethren- in the Netherlands or. other Countries. The
for the children ^ will 'Themselves: derive from it unusual offerings should be voluntary in the sense that one's grati'leasures. Ciedis. cOrnmiinieátfon of the. tint id the' form tude towards God and love for his people prompts 'to sacri;•of historY .gives us. the best. Occas
- ion. . . Much skill, ,liveli-, fice. For that reason certain causes, which may be described
-néss, an.d joyfulness are required to make it palatable for as obligatory (as maintenance of church buildings, for inthe .ehildren.. It is also especially necessary to .make it brief stance), ought not to be classed with this type of offering.
and to apply it in a free conversation. (Note: What a These offerings are gifts of thanks. The ideal for every conwealth of psychological wisdom . in these few lines!--(Trans- sistory should be to give at least one opportunity to the congregation during every service to express its gratitude.
later.)
- (Continued on page 1113)
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Durs are low and lack those lofty principles-.
dve even in the hour of death, whiekinclude
pm for life. and which embrace. time and
admonitions must derive their power. from.)f God, from the love, the grace, and • the.
id, especially as revealed in the gift of his
and made the Lamb of God. They mtist•
rough God's compassion, longsuffering, and.
must be mighty through God's plea::
s lovely as it is eloquent; niust be 'urged by.:
of. God's punitive justice and of eternal,:
order that we may understand that it is
out the eye, to cut off and cast away;our
ian to serve these and be cast into hell..
* * * * * *
iction .and admonition-of the . Lord.,.. is-,,the
th. . . Educatien• apart from that
- • Worsé..';'..t:
rt means to make man's (apostasy
must he completely pertneat. ed
identified with this first and great interest»
te purpose. He who regards religion eXclit:
ence standing alongside of other branches
we' knowledge leads to God and that the"
their rightful place' only in the knowledge

NORTHERN MICHIGAN NEWS:
Gerrit A. Lyzenga
Summer is nearly over, and tipi -to •
look back over what has come to uS• ••''
this year since last we wrote newS
items. In general this has been a 'good
time, spiritually and materially, for
our three churches. Young people,
have been quite faithful in confessing';
faith in Christ, attendance at
worship has been satisfactory, we have.
been spared abnormal sicknesses, ancl.
the work might go on pleasantly.
' Among the special events that UM;
mined this past season we,might men:.
tion the visit of the Harmony Pour ai:
Ellsworth, the chalk-tnlk-lecture ,Ont
Revelation by Rev. John 0. .Schurinkirl'
and Mr. Martin Kenning, and the',.
Chalk Artists, Mr. Daverman and wife.••,.'
The former at Atwood and the latter •
at Ellsworth.
It has been a busy season for tourists
.in our three churches and our people
enjoy the many contacts with
brethren and sisters in the faith during •-:•.5
the resort season. Most of these 'rehif.-..;
sorters are faithful in church attend;;
ance, and truly strengthen the denonii:::
national bonds for our people.
For our community the outstanding:
feature is perhaps the growing coeperation between the churches of Reformed
persuasion. In the Ellsworth-Atwood'
neighborhood are found two congreneighborhood
gations of the Reformed. Church. Thesel'„,
join with the Christian Refonked;',Tchurches. to celebrate. a' missien, feast I
annually. This year we listened :to
Rev. William Van Peursem and Rev.
Piet, the latter of the Reformed Church. Recently, we also founded an::
organization of the four young peOples,,-,.
groups in our community, for mutual:::
encouragement and inspiratiori.',1 •Tilk
local churches also co6perate t6 bring:
Bible study te the pupils and• sindenti;
of the local schools. The young people
of the churches at Ellsworth and At-wood were invited to join in a picnic:
with the young people of Rudyard,
and enjoyed this day of outing at Silver'
Sands, on Lake Michigan. In isolated
communities the question of: marriage
with mates of like faith is difficult, hutit is encouraging to note that a goodly'
proportion of those who find friends
outside the circle of our own churches
succeed in bringi,ng them into oár
church. These sometimes form truly
loyal and appreciative, members, and
• we are proud of theM.
The Atwood-Ellsworth 'Christian
School will again be open by the time
l you read this. We were' blessed in
obtaining teachers, and the big prob.; lems of a growing school: the. neect,ef
: more room,. more teachers, and better
transportation challenge the Board..
expect to see practically art:if:out thoys.---,
e • and girls in our- owil.school thisyear
again, and the way our people •stipPorr:
t the school is truly wonderful. • God
gave us a sense of need, and is opening
hearts and purses for this cause above
h our expeCtations. We look for a:good
year, arid abundant fruit upon 'the
work of the teachers.

-. Thar does ,noti mean all, ii 'nearly
perfect: , We need to" develop' a• deeper
spirit of reverence, loyalty; .intérest in
personal' piety, and spiritual seParate,
ness from. the world. The lure of the
cityr and especially Grand Rapids is
still strong, and those that listen to its
call do not, always do so to. their
.spiritual advantage. If these lines are
read by. any 'boys and girls who have
left home to wolk in town Will you
'remember that at homè you would be
attending .• societies and catechism'
• classes, and you should do so‘no • less
:there! You would: go to church regu..1arly- .with the' fannily here. 'Do not neglect worship or drift 'from' church 'to
•church 'while. there! You :would keep
up. a' regular perSonal . worship, and
your morning and evening watch. Do
it even more, carefully while away.
When you return, home. May.it be very
'clear that the season of absence was
one of definite, growth.
•
In ItnelyMyd .the-inippitant news so
it seems "to me is- the .quiet growth of
the -Christian school Mevement. It used
to 'be custómary, and Still Is in many
',places; fin.. such churches to say that it
':is impossible for :them. to 'acquire a
Christian school. Now 'Atwood and
•Ellsworth have one, ,gbing and growing, and it seems not too sanguine a
hone. that Rudyard may also have one
before too long! Under the 'wise and
calni guidance of the paster, and the
strong, suppórt- of thé majority of the
people,, the movement
gathering
momenturn in Riudyard.. May'. God
crown their efforts with siaccess: • •
• Theugh .tucked off in this :North
country, a country of wonderful beauty
/and natural wealth, We are part of the
:•:fainily. :of. the Christian: Réforined
:Pliur
• ch. We 'felt that when our elder
delegate: to Synod, Mr. Posteitus,• re.turned. and told us of What he had,
'seen and heard. Our•Northérn Churches
greet their sisters everywhere!

Editorial

of sin, than when one neglects the nurture of the children in the truth of
God?
_
* * * * *

NUGGETS FROM A SERMON BY
DR. VAN RAALTE
(Continued rom page 1101)
"Mothers who have so large a measure of Corldentiar contact with the
children, and who express themselves
much more easily and intelligently to
them, and usually also have the confidence of' their grown-np children,
haee a special .calling.in the nurture of
the children. What ,glorious. fruit has
been seen of their work on this
' earth!
Mothers who through weakness and
old age often.imagined .that they were
living a useless life, often were; like,the
mother and grandmother of Timothy,
the instruments of love to implant the
Word Of God.
* * * *
•
?And if our young daughters take an
interest in this and begin to teach their
younger 'sisters and brothers, I have
great re'spect for such arid I dare to
prophesy goocithings concerning them.
- * * * * *

"Let no one shrink back or become
discouraged because of our indwelling
corruption and that of our children.
Our experience however painful, is
our school in which we have much to
learn. But let us look at God's patience
with us; let us, seeing what is unfruitful, depend all the mbre on the power
from above; for we must learn what
spiritual death is and that we need
divine re-creation. Let us patiently
and submissively acknowledge our unworthiness; the labor will not be vain, either for the instructor or for the one
instructed. Those who sow in tears
will reap with joy, even though the
seed should not germinate until after
their death.
* * *
"They are not busy. They are not
serious about it. Many don't do more
for their children than the farmer does
for' his calves, in the matter of Chrisdan nurture. 0 how shall such face
the judgment!"

"One would be offended if 'it were
said of him that . . . he lived a godless
life; but, my dear hearers, can you
show greater neglect of your 'calling,
greater misery of sin, a greater heaping
up of the cruelty and the destruction

We can't all be apostles, but we can
be "living epistles."

Available Again
"The most 'exhaustive and valuable book of its
kind on the Market"

THE POLITY OF TIE CHURCHES
Th.
By Rev. J. L. Schaver, A. B.,

Autumn
T nlix. Mitchell

Thornton

fttraost of maple and yellow of oak,
And bronze of a willow tree;
' Amber of walnitt. and copper of elm
• In a wonderful pageantry.
Green of eedar and.brown of birch
And dogwood saucy and gay,
Sumac flaming and hickory gold
In an dutumn:time bouquet.
-Rain tonight, so the paper said,
'And leaves fade out when they're
, wet;
But he who has seen an autumn, wood
-Has..a picture 'he can't forget. .
a,-New York
„
-flans never sèe'. eaCh' Other :for
•

.(1/1arie DorOthea
,
A man is also, known by the company
he avoids.
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Cheerfulness is what greases the
axles of the world. Some people go
through life creaking.

Vol. I, 258 pages, complete in
itself but does not contain synodical decisions. Price $3.00.
Vol. 11,, 336 cages, contains all
the synodical decisions but not complete without Vol. L Price $3.50.
Complete 2-volume set only $6.00.

B

Two Complete Volumes. Tótal'604 Pages.
•Early.editions sold rapidly but copies have been unavailble since 1944. Now, at last, a new and revised set of two
volumes on Church Polity is available. Its handsome cloth
binding and attractive easy-to-read type make this set a joy
to own. Scholarly, complete, result of years of experience
•and research. Each volume complete with table of contents
and exhaustive index. Excellent not only, for ministers but
church officers, workers and laymen as well. Place your order for your set early. They'll be sent you within three to
four weeks.

VOL. I — ALL CHURCHES

VOL. II REFORMED

CHURCHES
•
Concerns all churches of Christendom.
Contains history, doctrine, and Church
Twelve. chapters with complete indexes. A
'scholarly description of Episcopal, Congre- Order of. the Christian Reformed Church.
gational, and P,resbyterian Church Polity; Also, .Reformed Church Polity—discussing
Major Assemblies, Ministers, Deacons, El.. Officers, „Assemblies, New Congregations and
ders Voting, Discipline, and other questions Buildings, Religious Services, Sacraments,
thoroughly discussed.' Also church statistics Discipline, Inter-Church Relations, Missions,
of all the church bodies in the United States, Education, Social Problems, Forms, and
and churches with Presbyterial . Polity the Rules. - Applies especially to Christian Re•'
formed Church.
world over. •
.
•
• .
•. .
. PRE-PUBLICATION REVIEWS' ENTHUSIASTIC
• wbics other" Work - on the subject of Chiirch Polity is so complete and' satisfactory.. Each volume complet
in itself with table of contents and exhaustive indem Written not'only- for ministers and church officers but
also for the 'entire Claristima.coMmunity," writes, Dr. Richardson, Union-Theological 9r,oinary, Richmond, Va.
. "This-study in two volumes. in. virtunl• storehouse of information. Indispasabté for ministers,. valuable
for church officers and ,frofitable, for laymen," says Dr. John Mulder, President of Western 'Theological
Seminary, Holland:ch.
Mi •
"The binding, paper, printing and English style are excellent," says Dr. George W. Richards, President
Emeritus, Evangelical and Reformed Church.

Place your order now. SimPly enaose check or money order for either or both volumes.
Accompany order.with name of denomination and local church, please. •
CHURCH POLITY PRESS, 350 WEST 69th STREET, CHICAGO 21, ILLINOIS
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EDITORIAL

‘UC.,717, 4 3, /977- .

Nujgets from a Sermon by Dr. Van Ralf
HENRY J. KUIPER
E HAVE the pleasure to present our translation of the major portion of a remarkable sermon by Dr. Van Raalte on Christian Education, the manuscript of which
was given us by Dr. Albert Hyma. This
sermon was preached in the "Pillar
Church" of Holland on February 23,
862 fifteen years after the founding of the city of Holland
one hundred years ago. Some of the most striking statements are printed in italics.
This is one of the sermons which this eminent preacher
wrote out in full. It is a noteworthy combination of profundity, spirituality, and practicality. These passages should
not merely be read; they deserve to be studied.
•
* * t * * *
TEXT: "Ephesians 6:4: "And ye, fathers, provoke not
your children to wrath: but nurture them in the chastening and admonition of the Lord."
"The minister of the Word, recognizing his calling,
collapses under the weight of his burdens with an exclamation like that of Paul: 'Who is sufficient unto these things?'
Not less, yes with More reason, a parent will often exclaim,
at the sight of his calling in the nurture of the children:
'Who is sufficient unto these things?'
* * * * * *
"Ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath! . . .
We should not think that this admonition does not concern
the mothers . . . but the fathers more often have a harsher
nature and so are in great danger of ignoring the tender
rights and sentiments of the children.
* * * * * *
"How can we train the children without frequently
seeing them flame out in wrath? The thought (in the
text) is: we should not become a cause or occasion of
wrath; for the rest it is certain that the evil, wilful heart
of the child will frequently flare up in anger against the
best and the most faithful rule of the parents.
* * * * * *
"Parents must maintain their authority for the Lord's
sake and in love for their children.
* * * * •* *
"He who does not chastise his son when it is necessary
hates him!
* * * * * *
"It is no tormenting of children if we sometimes withdraw our favor and tokens of love . . . especially to oppose
their self-will and insistence; for then (that is, in their selfwill and insistence—K.) they will learn through flattery or
weeping or sullenness to get their own way. Often resistance and punishment are needed even if they become
angry; for if in such a conflict the children, not the parents,
win out, the children will become bolder from step to step
and stubbornly trample on parental authority; and truly
in such cases the children are destroyed (lit: verwoest, one
of Van Raalte's pet words) and the delight and joy of the
parents in this life are made bitter:
* * * * *
"The parents, however, through an unwise use of their

"2. When we do not alternate our demand;
with approbations, praise, and encourageinents;
"3. When we, apart from a necessary distan't
age, make an arbitrary distinction, favoring on ..0
the expense of thefl other, causing jealousy, wia
desire for revenge;
"4. When we are always on the lookout to,rép
little faults. That constant rebuking will at las
the copstant cracking of the whip: they get used: 1,
offer stubborn resistance.
5. "When we deny them their childish pleasitfail to distinguish between moral faults, of told
youthful consciance accuses them, and youthful itz
ness or accidents.
"6. And, finally, when we scold them witholit
and demand obedience without giving instructio'
* * * * * *

a

"Parents often give the will and the notions"
children a free rein so that they often grieve a
others; but when that same conduct of the child
to conflict with the will of their parents, then
shown, and bitterness and punishment are intlic
vengeful way!
* *
*
*
"This great revelation of God, as God, in his
with man on earth during those thousands of •
made them known, is the means by which mat.
educated. Let no one speak of nurture without
. . . For without this food man does not underi
self: he understands neither his needs, nor his
ment, nor his *salvation. He does not know two
wisdom is and what his strength is; he does not
purpose of his existence, nor why he was plac
earth; and he is afraid to think of his eternal dei
is a wandering star speeding into the eternal dar
• * * * * * *
"Education (nurture) needs not only the te:
also the admonition of the Lord . . . they must...admonitions! Ours are low and lad( those lofty?.
which are effective even in the hour of death, wilt
the true wisdom for life and which embrace;7\
eternity. The admonitions must derive their p9
the authority of God, from the love, the grac
goodness of God, especially as revealed in the
Son made flesh and made the Lamb of God. ,:r!
be powerful through God's compassion, longsuffe
lovingkindness; must be mighty through
("bidstem"), as lovely as it is eloquent; must
the fearfulness of God's punitive justice ane,01
damnation, in order that we may understail
better to pluck out the eye, to cut off and ca
hand or foot than to serve these and be cast in, t2, I
* * * * * *
"This instruction and admonition- of the
salt of the earth. . . Education apart from 4,
and admonition means to make man's "aPostaii
The school must be completely perinea(

ji
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•arfulness of God's punitive justice anclvf
ition, in order that we may understaric
to pluck out the eye, to cut off and caspa
or, foot than to serve these and be cast intP,
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his instruction and admonition- of the
the earth. . . Education apart from 00
?monition means to make man's "apostasyp
e school must be completely pertneaterC

rtainly -the minister must nurture the young flock to
next to God, the food is entrusted; wherefore he
eseech each one to send the children to him regud at home to coaperate in the work of the catechism
incalculable is the harm resulting from the neglect
cooperation.
* * * * * *

dt what will the school do, what will the catechism do,
labor of the home, the coiiperation of the home,

ic instruction and admonitions, are lacking? Parents,
in nothing less than the body is entrusted, first of all
re and feeding—to us the soul also is entrusted to

,it through teaching and divine admonitions. And
Others, as you feed your children through your own
milk, so you nurture, in spite of yourself, through
ery attitude of your soul, your children from the very
ginning; yes, already then when your child is formed,
ough words and reasonings, but through the impreshich it receives from intuitive actions.
* * * * * *
we as parents are not ourselves permeated with
itinoved by the teachings and the admonitions of the
;?,but are filled with and controlled by ignorance,
,Ilymindedness, estrangement from God, and are driven
shness and our own desire, how shall we be able to
that our children will receive benefits from this
urishing food?
* * • * * * *
the children receive just a cold lesson now and then,
'di the earnestness and warinth of love are lacking,
diidgment will teach them to regard these matters as
ary things but not as a principle of life exceeding all
things in importance and penetrating all things.
fore the nurture of the soul is greatly damaged when
it it to be crowded out of the soul and degraded
écondary interest so that the necessary seriousness is
* * * * * *
e must consider that every one nurtures his children,
e of himself. If his word and conduct are not per.ri dwith the teaching and admonition of the Lord,
word and conduct are permeated with estrange.Cfrom God, worldlymindedness, selfishness, or whatt may be; and inevitably he will pour over these Godn principles, and these will then feed and mold his
"tY•
* *. * * *
his- labor with our children, to mold their minds and
_through God's instruction and admonition, is the
Pal activity of life . . If we would speak as Christians
•daily circumstances, we would more easily find time
Ara our children and pray for them.
pine (parents) plead ignorance, and surely we have
ons to complain about this. But precisely one of the
's of that ignorance is that we do not instruct, for we
by doing. Teaching and instructing our own children,
uld certainly be instructed ourselves; for there is not a
text, not a single truth, not a single history, which
gt enrich ourselves if we determine to teach it to our
n.
* * * * * *
hose who make this instruction a tasteful enjoyment
children will themselves derive from it unusual
res. God's communication of the truth in Ehe form
•
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labor witli our children, to mold their minds and
through God's instruction and admonition, is the
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e: our children and pray for them.
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?MU (parents) plead ignorance, and surely we have
sous tó complain about this. But precisely one of the
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vf. that ignorance is that we do not instruct, for we
'Ooing. Teaching and instructing our own children,
ad:certainly be instructed ourselves; for there is not a
1-g,t, not a single truth, not a single history, which
tX4n rich ourselves if we determine to teach it to our
* * * * * *
tOsO who make this instruction a tasteful enjoyment
.11-'c'hildren will themselves derive from it unusual
God's communication of the truth in the form
'gives us the best occasion. . . Much skill, liveliVjjoyfulness are required to make it palatable for
Iran. It is also especially necessary to make it brief
»ply it in a free conversation. (Note: What a
)tpsychological wisdom in these few lines1—(Trans:,
(Continued on pr212}
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Lga twin mat neglect to receive an offering for the poor
at every service on Sundays violate our church laws?"
The reader speaks of "church laws," which is nót ecclesiastical terminology, but by which, I suppose, he refers to
stipulations found in our Chuiick Order or in Synodical Acts.
I know of no specific stipulatioji which recommends to our
consistories that an offering for the poor be received during
every service, nor of any decis. n which makes such an offering mandatory. Article 25 of the Church Order states
"The office peculiar to the eacons is diligently to collect
alms and other contributions of charity... .," but it does not
stipulate that an offering fo this purpose be received during
every service. The Synod f 1910 (Art. 67, p. 63), upon an
instruction received from Çlassis Ostfriesland, does urge all
Classes to call the attentjbn of negligent churches to their
obligations in this respe t, as to the needy in their own
churches ás well as to t ose in other churches, but it does
not explicitly recommen4 an offering during every service. At
every classical meeting jthe question is asked whether the
deacons faithfully disch rge their holy office, but no specific
inquiry is made.. Chur visitors do inquire, according to
the rules, whether the de cons are diligent in collecting alms
but do not insist upon ân. offering during every service.
Hence one might conclude, 1 use the terminology of the
reader, that a church does not violate a "church law" if it
does not receive an offering for t e poor during every service.
However, by no means all rinciples and customs which
edify and which are Scriptural re embodied in our Church
Order or in other stipulations This is also the case with
the offerings received for the eedy or for similar purposes.
The fact that it is nowhere ex licitly stated that an offering
is to be received regularly for the poor does not justify the
neglect of such regular offerin s. As is known, the various
acts or elements of divine w ship are to be divided into
such acts as proceed from Go and such as proceed from
the congregation. The congre ation confesses its faith in.
God and his truth, it praises
d in song and in prayer,
but it also renders its gifts of th ks, its offerings or sacrifices to God. These offerings o sacrifices are not mere
appendages to the services, so th t the services would be
complete without them, but the constitute an essential
part of the services. A congreg tion blessed by God and
exercising communion with Go will feel prompted to
express its gratitude not only i words of praise, but also
in deeds. Moreover, communio with God naturally issues
into communion with the sain , with brethren and sisters
of the same household of faith. A consistory should, therefor; provide opportunity dur ng every service for the
expression or exercise of this co
union of the saints, also
towards such as are deprived of the necessities of life.
Hence though an offering for t e needy is not specifically
stipulated for every service, yet i is normal and an, integral
element of divine worship. F r this reason, doubtless,
Lord's Day 38 of the Heidelber. Catechism also mentions
the giving of Christian alms as an element in the ob-servance of the Sabbath.
It is true that these offe ings need not necessarily
be for the poor of the church in which the offering is received. They may also be recei, ed for the indigents of other
churches. However, the purpos of the offering should always be a cause akin to that of he poor, such as relief for
our brethren in the Netherlands or other countries. The
offerings should be voluntary in t e sense that one's gratitude towards God and love for his eople prompts to sacrifice. For that reason certain causes, which may be described
as obligatory (as maintenance of church buildings, for instance), ought not to be classed with this type of offering.
These offerings are gifts of thanks. The ideal for every consistory should be to give at least one opportunity to the congregation during every service to express its gratitude.
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NUGGETS FROM A SERMON BY
DR. VAN RAALTE
(Continued from page 1101)
"Mothers, who have so large a measure of confidential contact with the
children, and who express themselves
much more easily and intelligently to
them, and usually also have the confidence of their grown-up children,
have a special calling in the nurture of
the children. What glorious fruit has
been seen of their work -on this earth!
'Mothers who through weakness and
old age often imagined that they were
living a useless life, often were, like the
mother and grandmother of Timothy,
the instruments of love to implant the
Word of God.
* * *
*

"Let no one shrink back or becpme
discouraged because of our indwelling
corruption and that of our, children.
Our experience however Painful, is
•our school in which we have much to
learn. But let us look at God's patience

"And if our young daughters také an
interest in this and begin to teach their
younger sisters and brothers, I have
great respect for such and I dare to
prophesy good things concerning them.
* * * * • *

"They are not busy. They are not
serious about it. Many don't do more
for their children than the farmer does
for his calves, in the matter of Christian nurture. 0 how shall such face
the judgment!"-

"One would be offended if it were
said of him that . . . he lived a godless
life; but, my dear hearers, can you
show greater neglect of your calling,
greater misery of sin, a greater heaping
up of the cruelty and the destruction

We can't all be apostle; but we can
be "living epistles."

tple and yellow of oak,
of a willow tree;
rut and copper of elm
Jul pageantry.
and brown.of birch
d saucy and gay,
• and hickory gold
n•-time bouquet.
the paper said
-

with us; let us, seeing what is unfruitful, depend all the more on the power
from above; for we must learn what
spiritual death is and that we need
divine re-creation. Let us patiently
and submissively acknowledge our unworthiness; the labor will not be vain,
either for the instructor or for the one
instructed. Those who sow in tears
will reap with joy, even though the
seed should not germinate until after
their death.
* * * * *

Cheerfulness is what greases the
axles of the world. Some people go
through life creaking.

Available Again
•
"The most exhaustive and valuable book of its
kind on the market."
•

THE POLITY OF TIIE CHURCHES
By Rev. J. L. Schaver, A. B., Th. B.

Eutumn
Witchell Thornton

of sin, than when one neglects the nurture of the children in the truth Of
God?
* * * * *

Editorial

' Vol. 1, 268 pages, complete in
itself but does not contain synodical decisions. Price 53.00,
Vol. 1/, 336 pages, contains all
- the synodical decisions but not complete without Vol. 1. Price 3.50.
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scholarly description of Episcopal, Congregational, and Presbyterian Church Polity;
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Contains history, doctrine; and 'Church •
Order of the Christi4n. Reformed. Church.
Also, 'Reformed Church Politv—diseuggincy

your 1,11.11UICI1 LU Wict1.11: MIL LIM WIC wen, in uie Clicibielland admonition of the Lord."
"The minister of the Word, recognizing his calling,
collapses under the weight of his burdens with an exclamation like that of Paul: 'Who i sufficient unto these things?'
Not less, yes with more reason a parent will often exclaim,
at the sight of his calling iri the nurture of the children:
'Who is sufficient unto these • gs•7,
* *
* *
"Ye fathers, provoke not our children to wrath! . . .
We should not think that this admonition does not concern
the mothers . . . but the fatliers more often have a harsher
nature and so are in great/danger of ignoring the tender
rights and sentiments of the children.
* * *
"How can we train e children without frequently
seeing them flame out i4 wrath? The thought (in the
text) is: we should no ecome a cause or occasion of
wrath; for the rest it is certazn hat the evil, wilful heart
of the child will frequently flare up in anger against the
best and the most faithful rule of the parents.

*

*

*

*

*

ing

* 4f *

"Parents must maintain their authority for the Lord's
sake and in love for their children.
*

"He who does not chast. e his son when it is necessary
hates him!
* *
* *
"It is no tormenting of children if we sometimes withdraw our favor and token of love . . especially to oppose
their self-will and insistent
en (that is, in their selfwill and insistence—K.) they will learn through flattery or
weeping or sullenness to get their own way. Often resistance and punishment are need d even if they become
angry; for if in such a conflict th children, not the parents,
win out, the children will beco e bolder from step to step
and stubbornly trample on pa ental authority; and truly
in such cases the children are i. estroyed (lit: verwoest, one
of Van Raalte's pet words) an the delight .and joy of the
parents in this life are made bitt
4f

4(j

*

"The parents, however, through an unwise use of their
authority, can give occasion to the children for falling into
the sin of bitterness and wrath; namely:
"1. When we do not consider their years and demand
progress beyond their age and abilities;
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EDITORIAL

Nuggets from a Sermon by Dr. Van Raalte
HENRY J. KUIPER
E HAVE the pleasure to present our translation of the major portion of a remarkable sermon by Dr. Van Raalte on Christian Education,, the manuscript of which
was
given us by Dr. Albert Hyma. This
5
sermon was preached in the "Pillar
Church" of Holland on February 23,
862, fifteen years after the founding of the city of Holland
one hundred years ago. Some of the most striking statements are printed in italics.
This is one of the sermons which this eminent preacher
wrote out in full.. It is a noteworthy combination of profundity, spirituality, and practicality. These passages should
not merely be read; they deserve to be studied.
* *
* * *
TEXT: "Ephesians 6:4: 'And ye, fathers, provoke not
your children to wrath: but nurture them in the chastening and admonition of the Lord."
"The minister of the Word, recognizing his calling,
collapses under the weight of his burdens with an exclamation like that of Paul: 'Who is sufficient unto these things?'
Not less, yes with more reason, a parent will often exclaim,
at the sight of his calling in the nurture of the children:
'Who is sufficient unto these things?'
* * * * *
"Ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath! . . .
We should not think that this admonition does not concern
the mothers . . but the fathers more often have a harsher
nature and so are in great danger of ignoring the tender
rights and sentiments of the children.
• * *
* *
"How can we train the children without frequently
seeing them flame out in wrath? The thought (in the
text) is: we should not become a cause or occasion of
wrath; for the rest it is certain that the evil, wilful heart
of the child will frequently flare up in anger against the
best and the most faithful rule of the parents.
* * * * * *
"Parents must maintain their authority for the Lord's
sake and in love for their children.
* * *
* *
"He who does not chastise his son when it is necessary
hates him!
* *
"It is no tormenting of children if we sometimes withdraw our favor and tokens of love . . . especially to oppose
their self-will and insistence; for then (that is, in their selfwill and insistence—K.) they will learn through flattery or
weeping or sullenness to get their own way. Often resistance and punishment •are needed even if they become
angry; for if in such a conflict the children, not the parents,
win out, the children will become bolder from step to step
and stubbornly trample on parental authority; and truly
in such cases the children are destroyed (lit: verwoest, one
of Van Raalte's pet words) and the delight and joy of the
parents in this life are made bitter.
* * * *
*
"The parents, however, through an unwise use of their
authority, can give °Tension to the children for falling into
the sin of bitterness and wrath; namely:
"1. When we do not consider their years and demand
progress beyond their age and abilities;
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"2. When we do not alternate our demands constantly
with approbations, praise, and encouragements;
"3. When we, apart from a necessary . distinction in
age, make an arbitrary distinction, favoring one child at
the expense of the other, causing jealousy, wrath, and
desire for revenge;
"4. When we are always on the lookout to reproach all
little faults. That constant rebuking will at last be like
the constant cracking of the whip: they get used to it and
offer stubborn resistance.
5. "When we deny them their childish pleasures, and
fail to distinguish .between moral faults, of which their
youthful conscience accuses them, and youthful inattentiveness or accidents.
"6. And, finally, when we scold them without reason
and demand obedience without giving instruction.
* * * -* * *
"Parents often give the will and the notions of their
children a free rein so that they often grieve and offend
others; but when that same conduct of the children begins
to conflict with the will of their parents, then wrath is
shown, and bitterness and punishment are inflicted in a
vengeful way.
*

*

*

*

*

*

"This great revelation of God, as God, in his dealings
with man on earth during those thousands of years, has
made them known, is the means by which man must be
educated. Let no one speak of nurture without this food
. . . For without this food man does not understand himself: he understands neither his needs, nor his real adornment, nor his salvation. He does not know what true
wisdom is and what his strength is; he does not know the
purpose of his existence, nor why he was placed on this
earth; and he is afraid to think of his eternal destiny. He
is a wandering star speeding into the eternal darkness.
* "*- * *
*
"Education (nurture) needs not only the teaching but
also the admonition of the Lord . . they must be God's
admonitions! Ours are low and lack those lofty principles
which are effective even in the hour of death, which include
the true wisdom for life and which embrace time and
eternity. The admonitions must derive their power from
the authority of God, from the love, the grace, and the
goodness of God, especially as revealed in the gift of his
Son made flesh and made the Lamb of God. They must
be powerful through God's compassion, longsuff ering, and
lovingkindness; must be mighty through God's plea
("bidstem"), as lovely as it is eloquent; must be urged by
the fearfulness of God's punitive justice and of eternal
damnation, in order that we may understand that it is
better to pluck out the eye, to cut off and cast away our
hand or foot than to serve these and be cast into hell.
•
* * * *
"This instruction and admonition of the Lord is the
salt of the earth. . . Education apart from that teaching
and admonition means to make man's apostasy worse.
The school must be completely permeated with this
salt and must be identified with this first and great interest,
with this definite purpose. He who regards religion exclusively as a 'science standing alongside of other branches
forgets that true knowledge leads to God and that the
sciences occupy their rightful place only in the knowledge
of God.

lY-the minister must nurture the young flock to
to God, the food is entrusted; wherefore he
Ch each one to send the children to him regit,t
athome to coaperate in the work of the catechism
:incalculable is the harm resulting from the neglect
ccx3peration.
* * *
ktivhat will the school do, what will the catechism do,
labor of the home, the co6peration of the home,
,instruction and admonitions, are lacking? Parents,
,nothing less than the body is entrusted, first of all
and feeding—to us the soul also is entrusted to
fthrough teaching and divine admonitions. And
ahérs, as you feed your children through your own
só you nurture, in spite of yourself, through
attitude of your soul, your children from the very
.
enmg; yes, already then when your child is formed,
—1, 'sugh words and reasonings, but through the impres- ..ot hiCh it receives from intuitive actions.
*

*

*

*

*

we as parents are not ourselves permeated with
=lied by the teachings and the admonitions of the
but are filled with and controlled by ignorance,
cilymindedness, estrangement from God, and are driven
se:Ifishness and our own desire, how shall we be able to
• t• that our children will receive benefits from this
-nourishing food?
* * * * *
"If the children receive just a cold lesson now and then,
wh the earnestness and warmth of love are lacking,
Aar judgment will teach them to regard these matters as
condary things but notes a principle of life exceeding all
tlier things in importance and penetrating all things.
fore the nurture of the soul is greatly damaged when
.
penmtit to be crowded out of the soul and degraded
secondary interest so that the necessary seriousness is
aing.
must consider that every one nurtures his children,
i'-spite of himself. If his word and conduct are not percited with the teaching and admonition of the Lord,
then
, . his word and conduct are permeated with estrangemerit
, .. _ from God, worldlymindedness, selfishness, or whatver it may be; and inevitably he will pour over these Godfasaken principles, and these will then feed and mold his
posterity.
* * * *
"This labor with our children, to mold their minds and
hearts through God's instruction and admonition, is the
cipal activity of life . . . If we would speak as Christians
in our daily circumstances, we would more easily find time
to instruct our children and pray for them.
,
-X-

*

*

*

*

"Some (parents) plead ignorance, and surely we have
all reasons to complain about this. But precisely one of the
sources of that ignorance is that we do not instruct, for we
learn by doing. Teaching and instructing our own children,
we would certainly be instructed ourselves; for there is not a
single text, not a single truth, not a single history, which
will not enrich ourselves if we determine to teach it to our
children.
* * *
*
•"Those who make this instruction a tasteful enjoyment
• for the children will themselves derive from it unusual
pleasures. God's communication of the truth in the form
of history gives us the best occasion. . . Much skill, liveliness, and joyfulness are required to make it palatable for
the children. It is also especially necessary to make it brief
and to apply it in a free conversation. (Note: What a
wealth of psychological wisdom in these few lines!—(Trans• lator.)

Editorial

of sin, than when one neglects the nurture of the children in the truth of
God?
* * * * *

NUGGETS FROM A SERMON BY
DR. VAN RAALTE
(Continued from page 1101)
"Mothers, who have so large a measure of confidential contact with the
children, and who express themselves
much more easily and intelligently to
them, and usually also have the confidence of their grown-up children,
have a special calling in the nurture of
the children. What glorious fruit has
been seen of their work on this earth!
Mothers who through weakness and
old age often imagined that they were
living a useless life, often were, like the
mother and grandmother of Timothy,
the instruments of love to implant the
Word of God.
*
*

"Let no one shrink back or become
discouraged because of our indwrIling
corruption and that of our children.
Our experience, however painful, is
our school in which we have much to
learn. But let us look at God's patience
with us; let us, seeing what is unfruitful, depend all the more on the power
from above; for we must learn what
spiritual death it and that we need
divine re-creation. Let us patiently
and submissively acknowledge our unworthiness; the labor will not be vain,
either for the instructor or for the one
instructed. Those who sow in tears
will reap with joy, even though the
seed should not germinate until after
their death.

"And if our young daughters take an
interest in this and begin to teach their
younger sisters and brothers, I have
great respect for such and I dare to
prophesy good things concerning them.
* * * * *

"They are not busy. They are not
serious about it. Many don't do more
for their children than the farmer does
for his calves, in the matter of Christian nurture. 0 how shall such face
the judgment!"

"One would be offended if it were
said of him that . . . he lived a godless
life; but, my dear hearers, can you
show greater neglect of your calling,
greater misery of sin, a greater heaping
up of the cruelty and the destruction

•

*

* *

